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This paper provides two different discrete-time finite-buffer queueing models of the 
G~xl+G2/D/1/s-type for modelling CAC in ATM. In the G~xl+G2-input, G1 and G2 
produce (correlated) interarrival times and the independent LV. X generates the size of 
the batch arriving, when G1 produces an arrival. Thus, this model represents the situation, 
when a new connection (G2) is admitted, i.e. superimposed to already existing traffic 
(G~xl) in an ATM-switch. The first model-given in detail here- is based on Neuts' M/G/l
type paradigm, and allows the solution of the queueing model for a DBMAP+DMAP input 
including the DMAP~xl+DMAP2 case (also for a general service process). Per-stream 
probability functions (pI's) of the occupancy and loss probabilities can be computed. The 
second model is based on the unfinished work and allows to compute per-stream loss 
probabilities, occupancy and waiting-time pI's, as well as, for stream 2, an exact value of 
the conditional loss probability that given a cell of stream 2 is lost, the next cell of stream 
2 is also lost. Since the DMAP~xl+DMAP2-input can be handled by both methods, an 
analytical validation of the results is possible, which typically only differ in the last 4 of 16 
figures (using double-precision-numbers in a C-program). Both models allow service times 
higher than the time-unit, which is necessary for a correct description of a multiplexer's 
behaviour, when the output line is slower than the input lines. Numerical results show 
that positive correlation in one stream can have a significant negative influence on QOS 
parameters of both streams so that effective bandwidth does better than sigma rule, since 
it inherently carries some estimate of correlation. 
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1. Introduction 

Broadband networks based on ATM conceptually use" preventive congestion control" 
since there is no flow control in the switches. This function is called Connection Admis
sion Control (CAC) and is closely related to the policing function needed to limit the 
bandwidth usage of sources, that have already been admitted to the network, to the re
quirements agreed upon within the connection set-up phase. The easiest way to perform 
CAC is that of using the peak-rates of all the sources fed to the same output line: If the 
sum of the peak-bit-rates of the existing connections and the new one is smaller than the 
bit-rate of the output line, the admission is possible. This, however wastes bandwidth, 
since VBR (Variable Bit Rate) sources (esp. video) do not all work on their peak-bit-rate, 
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Fig. 1 A three-link-route 
between subscriber A and 
B explaining the queue
ing model parameters and 
the minimum interarrival 
time. 

A 
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simultaneously. In order to profit from statistical multiplexing, CAC can be described 
from a queueing point of view as explained in section 4. For this, a (discrete-time) queue
ing model is necessary. 

1.1. Discrete-time modelling in ATM 
ATM multiplexers are usually modelled by means of discrete-time systems [3, 4, 17], 

since the input lines are assumed to work synchronously. The service process is determin
istic due to the constant cell length for all connections. In most cases the service time is 
set equal to the time unit, esp. if the bitrate of the output line is higher than that of the 
input line. 
However, we also need service-times higher than the time unit: Imagine a route 
of three links between two subscribers A and B (Fig. 1): The link from A (150Mbit/s) 
leads to an ATM switch that guides the cells of the connection (e.g. VBR video source) 
to an output line of 600Mbit/s. Cells of the connection are switched to the last line of 
150Mbit/s and then reach the receiving terminal equipment B. For a qualitative dis
cussion, assume that there is no traffic besides the single connection from A to B. At A, 
this source is assumed to produce bits at its peak rate of 50Mbit/s. The time between 
cells of the video source on the first 150Mbit/s-line is clearly given by the time needed 
for filling a cell with bits of the source: T = (48· 8bit)/(50Mbit/s). This time distance 
does not change when the cells are switched to the 600Mbit/s-link: they need not wait 
in the buffer, since it was assumed that there is no other traffic on the link. However, 
the number of cells between two consecutive cells of the video source has changed: On 
the 150Mbit/s-link, there are (approx.) 2 empty cells between two consecutive video 
cells ((48/50)/(53/150) ~ 3), on the 600Mbit/s-link there are (approx.) 10 empty cells 
in between ((48/50)/(53/600) ~ 11). Using the duration for transmitting a cell on the 
600Mbit/s-link as a time unit, the queue at the entrance of the 600Mbit/s-link sees inter
arrival times, which are equal to (approx.) 11 time units (or more, if the bitrate of the 
source becomes less than the peak rate). The queue's service time is equal to the time 
unit. The queue at the entrance of the last link sees the same interarrival times, whereas, 
due to the bitrate of 150Mbit/s, the service time is 4 time-units. 
For modelling policing mechanisms as well as traffic shapers based on " leaky bucket" [19], 
higher values of the deterministic service time are essential. 
In contrast to continuous time systems, arrivals and departures can happen simultane
ously with positive probability in the discrete-time case. Therefore two "waiting room 
policies" have to be distinguished [8]: Arrival first (AF): in case of the simultaneity of 
an arrival and a departure the arriving customer still sees the departing one. This has the 
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consequence of loss in a finite capacity queue, if the occupancy at the departure instant, 
which is also an arrival instant, is equal to the total capacity. Departure first (DF): 
The departing customer leaves immediately before the arriving one enters, if an arrival 
and a departure happen simultaneously. 

1.2. Correlated inputs in ATM 
The ATM field has also evoked interest in queues with correlated input processes: There 

are individual sources which have a typically correlated structure, e.g. VBR video sources 
(due to run-length coding) [9]; on the other hand the superposition of sources, which are 
renewal but non-Poisson (discrete-time: non-Bernoulli) is known to result in a stochastic 
process with inter arrival times, which are not mutually independent, i.e. non-renewal 
[23]. Furthermore, the interdeparture times of an ATM MUX are known to be correlated, 
and the numerical results given here reflect this fact, too. Analytical solutions are, on the 
other hand, necessary for validating methods for rare event simulations, which are being 
developed for estimating extremely low loss probabilities (10-9 for video) in ATM. 
This paper analyses the discrete-time DBMAP /G/l/ s finite buffer queue for AF and DF, 
thus extending [4], where the DMAP input was considered for AF, and [8], dealing with 
Bernoulli inputs for AF and DF, as well as [2]. [2] deals with the DBMAP /G/l/ s-case 
without distinguishing between AF and DF and analyzes AF using a z-transform ap
proach. 
A DBMAP incorporates correlations and batches and is the discrete-time version of the 
Batch Markovian Arrival process of [16]. We use similar techniques as in the continuous 
time case of the BMAP /G/l infinite buffer case [16]. The analysis yields the probabil
ity function of the occupancy and a characterization of the output process as a Semi
Markov process with closed-form expressions for the mean and variance of the interdepar
ture times, as well as their first-order coefficient of correlation. Since the superposition 
DBMAP+DMAP is again a DBMAP, it is possible to model CAC from a queueing point of 
view, see section 4, yielding per-stream QOS parameters. Since the DMAP can represent 
a general renewal process with bounded interarrival time [4] and a GEOIX] is DBMAP 
[3], the solution presented here also includes the case of the GEOIX]+GI/D/l/s system 
considered (for D = 1) in [17]. 
In the appendix, a short introduction to Markov Renewal and Semi-Markov processes 
(" two points-of-view for the same thing"), which occur in the analysis, and symbols are 
listed there. 

2. The Discrete Batch Markovian Arrival Process (DBMAP) 

We recall the definition of the DBMAP (Discrete time analogue of the Batch Markovian 
Arrival process due to Lucantoni [16]) given in [3]. Consider an m-state Markov chain 
(MC). A transition from state Set) = i to state Set + 1) = j, t = 0,1, ... , happens 
according to the transition probabilities [DwLj (Dw: transition matrix, [ . ]i{ entry in 
the i-th row and j -th column) w = 0,1,2, ... , bmax , Dw := 0 for w > bmax , and a 
transition is interpreted as an arrival of a w-batch (batch of size w), if w > 0 and there 
is no arrival if w = O. Thus the model generates interarrival times with batch arrivals 
possible and successive interarrival times are not independent. In order to distinguish 
from other state random variables, the m states of the DBMAP are usually referred to 
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as phases. The MC has different types of transitions between two phases i and j, thus 
extending the conventional definition of a MC. 0 := 2::;:'=0 Dw is a stochastic matrix 
and represents the (conventional) MC which only considers the transitions between two 
phases no matter what type of transition. Let 1[ denote the stationary phase probability 
vector 1[0 = 1[. It can be proved that the point process of the arrival instants is 8emi
Markovian with the following 8M kernel (with Tn denoting the discrete-time instant of 
the n-th arrival) 

P{ S(Tn+!) = j, Tn+! - Tn = kIS(Tn) = i} = [D~-1 . (0 - Do) L{ 
The embedded MC has the transition matrix (I - Dotl(O - Do). With E = 1[(0 -
Do) /[1[(1 - Do)f] denoting its stationary phase probability vector at arrival instants2 , 

we get for the mean value of the time between successive arrival instants3 E[A] = 
E2:~1 kD~-I(O - Dok = E(I - Dot1f. f denotes the column vector of I's, f = 
(I,I, ... ,I)T, m components. Note that E[A]-1 of. A := 1[2::;:'=1 WDwf, which is the ar
rival rate. In the special case of the DMAP (bmax = 1) it is the custom to write: C := Do, 
and D:= D 1 . 

2.1. The counting process of a DBMAP 
According to [3] the counting process of a DBMAP is a discrete-time two-dimensional 

MC {(N(O, t], S(t)), t E INo}, where N(O, t] denotes the number of arrivals in the intervall 
(0, t], S(t) E {I, 2, ... , m} the phase of the process, with the following state transition 
matrix T: 

A transition from state (v, i) to (w, j) corresponds to an arrival of size w - v and a 
change of the phase of the input process from i to j. The corresponding state transition 
probability is 
P{N(O; t + 1] = w, S(t + 1) = j I N(O; t] = v, S(t) = i} = 

[ [T] 1 = {[Dw-V]i j for w ~ v 
vw ij 0 else 

We define: P{N(O; 0] = v, S(O) = i} = ov,o· P{S(O) = i}, ov,o Kronecker symbol. 
In T the w-th main row results from the first one by shifting it by w - 1 main columns 

and filling the remaining main columns by O-matrices. Any power of T also shows this 
property, formally: [T~';,,]ij = [T~~-v]ij for w ~ v. Due to the Markov property we 
there(ore get: 

P{N(O; t + to] = w, S(t + to) = j I N(O; t] = v, S(t) = i} = [ [TtO]vw t = 

2 £.!!. = 1 and £.(1 - Do) -1 (D - Do) = £. are easily verified. 
3 An = Tn+! - Tn denoting the n-th interarrival time, A = {An, n E No} the stochastic process of the 
interarrival times 
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= [ [TtO]ow_v Lj = P{N(O; to] = w - v, S(to) = j I N(O; 0] = 0, S(O) = i} (1) 

and it suffices only to compute the first main row of Tt in order to know Tt completely. 
In the following we use the abbreviation ( I: m x m-matrix of unity) for w 2: 0: 

[P(w, to)]ij := P{N(O; to] = w, S(to) = j I N(O; 0] = 0, S(O) = i}, P(w,O) = lw=o . I 

For w < 0 it is defined: P(w, to) := o. By considering the product THI = Tt. T we find: 

{ 
[Tt]oo· Do = P(O, t) . Do 

P(w, t + 1) = [Tt+1]ow = ~[Tt]ovDw_v = ~ P(v, t)Dw- v 

for w = 0 

for w 2: 1 
(2) 

2.2. DBMAPs representing real sources 
[3] presents the matrices Dw for VBR video sources (both individual sources and su

perpositions thereof) of uniform and multiple activity levels, using the mean value, mean 
deviation and the autocovariance function of the bitrate as traffic descriptors. In [12], 
the DMAP[Xj is used for representing periodic correlation functions as measured for VBR 
video without frame-buffering. The DMAP covers the burst-silence model used for data 
and voice, as well as the Markov Modulated deterministic process [4] and the General 
Modulated Deterministic Process. However, a general method for adjusting the parame
ters of a DBMAP to an arbitrary source seems not yet to exist. 

3. The analysis of the queueing system 

We consider a FIFO queue with a buffer of s places (total capacity: s + 1). The inter
arrival times are produced according to a DBMAP, the service times are Li.d. (renewal) 
with the probability function h(t). Due to the properties of the DBMAP, the occupancy 
at successive time instants immediately after a departure results in an embedded Markov 
Renewal process. (It is an embedded MRP, since the state the MRP rests between two 
departures is not equal to the state of the queueing system in terms of the occupancy 
between departure epochs, since in between arrivals can happen.) 

The resulting Semi-Markov kernel q(t) is of MIGII type [18]. By q := E~l q(t) we 
denote the embedded Markov chain (MC) of the MRP. The stationary state probability of 
this MC are needed for computing the probability function of the occupancy at arbitrary 
and arrival instants. Furthermore the MRP characterizes the output process in terms of 
the interdeparture times completely. The computation of the joint probability functions 
of successive interdeparture times is done by using standard techniques of Semi-Markov 
processes [5, 11]. 

3.1. The embedded Markov Renewal process (MRP) at departure instants 
The Semi-Markov kernel q(t) of the MRP states about the probability [[q(t)]ki Lj 3 

that, given a departure leaves k customers in the system with the input process in phase 
i, the next departure happens after t time units and leaves e customers in the system 

3[[q(t)JklJij means the submatrix in the k-th main row and the l-th column of <itt) and in this submatrix 
the entry in the i-th row and the j-th column. 
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1 2 3 s s+1 s+2 
00 00 \ 00 

Bo(t) BI(t) B2(t) Bs-I(t) Bs(t) + 2: Bi:(t) 2: B%(t) 2: Bk(t) 
k=s+1 k=s+1 k=s 

00 00 00 

Ao(t) AI(t) A2(t) A s- 1(t) As(t) + 2: Ai:(t) 2: AW) 2: Ak(t) 
k=s+1 k=s+1 k=s 

00 00 00 

0 Ao(t) AI(t) A s-2(t) As-I(t) + 2: Ai:(t) 2: A%(t) 2: Ak(t) 
k=s k=s k=s-I 
00 00 00 

0 0 Ao(t) A s- 3(t) A s- 2(t) + 2: Ai:(t) 2: A%(t) 2: Ak(t) 
k=s-I k=s-I k=s-2 

00 00 00 

0 0 0 Ao(t) AI(t) + 2: Ai:(t) 2: A%(t) 2: Ak(t) 
k=2 k-2 k=1 

1 .. ·1 

00 00 '-----.--'" 

0 0 0 0 Ao(t) + 2: Ai:(t) 2: A%(t) (*) 
k=1 k=1 I 

Fig. 2 The 8M kernel q(t) for DF with s + 2 main rows and columns. The kernel for 
AF is obtained by omitting, in the 8M kernel for DF, the last main row and column and 
replacing the (s + 1)-th main column by (*). 

with the input process in phase j. In case of both AF and DF "leave behind" means 
" immediately after a departure" so that an arrival simultaneous with a departure is taken 
into account. 

3.2. Arrival First 
The case AF leads to a Semi-Markov kernel q(t) similar to that of the continuous-time 

case. It is described by the following matrices: 

• Ak(t), where [Ak(t)]ij denotes the probability, that given a departure, which leaves at 
least one customer in the system with the input process in phase i, there are k arrivals 
within the following service time lasting t time units with the input process in phase j at 
the next departure. In the present case it is: Ak(t) = P(k, t)h(t) . 

• Bk(t), where [Bk(t)]ij denotes the conditional probability, that given a departure, which 
leaves the system empty with the input process in phase i, the next departure happens 
after t time units with the input process in phase j, and there were k arrivals during the 
service time of that departure. In the present case it is 

00 toot 

Bk(t) = 2: 2: Dg-IDwP(k - w + 1, t - v)h(t - v) = 2: 2: Dg-IDwAk_w+1(t - v) 
w=1 v=1 w=1 v=1 

With AF a departure can leave at most s customers in the system (as it is in the 
continuous-time case) so that the state space of the MRP is {a, 1, ... , s} x {I, 2, ... m}. 
The resulting Semi-Markov kernel is shown in Fig. 2 together with that of DF. The transi
tion probability matrix of the embedded Me q is composed of the entries Bk := E~I Bk(t) 

• 
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and Ak := L~l Ak(t) among which there is the following relation: 

00 k 

Bk = L L Dg-1Dw LAk-w+l(t - v) = (I - DatI L Dw+IAk- w' (3) 
w=l v=l t~l w~o 

3.3. Departure First 
The matrices Ak(t) and Bk(t) are not sufficient for DF, since with DF a departure can 

leave s + 1 customers in the system iff an arrival and a departure happen simultaneously 
and this arrival makes the system full. This is taken into account by partitioning Ak(t) = 
AW)+AZ(t) and Bk(t) = BW)+BZ(t), where Ak(t) and BjJt) account for the cases that 
none of the arrivals within the service time (lasting t time units) happens simultaneously 
with the departure at the end of this service time. Formally we have: 

k 

A%(t) := L P(k - /J, t - I)D/Lh(t), A~(t):= P(k, t - I)Doh(t), (4) 

00 t 00 t 

B%(t):= L LDg-1DwA%_W+I(t-V), B~(t) := L L Dg-IDwA~_W+I(t - v) (5) 
w=l v=l w=l v=l 

q is composed of 

00 00 00 00 

A% := L A%(t), A~:= LAW), B% := L B%(t), B~ := LB~(t). (6) 
t~l t~l t~l t~l 

The state space of the MRP is {O, 1, ... ,s, s + I} x {I, 2, ... m}. The SM kernel is given 
in Fig. 2. 

3.4. Stationary probabilities for the occupancy at departure instants 
For determining the stationary state probabilities [x.T ]i, r = 0, 1, ... ,s (, s+ 1 for DF), 

that in the equilibrium situation a departure leaves r customers in the system with the 
input process in phase i, the algorithms of [15], [7] should be used. They work on the 
state transition matrix producing only positive numbers in each iteration, so that they are 
numerically very stable. They use the stochastic properties of the matrices to advantage. 

3.5. The output process 
Since the Semi-Markov kernel q(t) is known, we can compute (joint) probability func

tions of the interdeparture times En using eq. (27) in the Appendix. They are invariant 
towards an arbitrary shift of the index n, because ~ is a stationary solution of the em
bedded Me. 

(7) 

~ = (1,1 ... , If, m· (s + 1) resp. m· (8 + 2) components for AF resp. DF. ~ = 
(;!;.o, ... ,x.." [X.s+l])· The mean value and mean deviation of the interdeparture time is 
determined by ~. q(t) . ~ and Cov[En' En+l ] in addition by ~. q(tdq(t2) '~. For AF and 
DF they only differ in that for DF summation goes up to 8+1, whereas in AF only upto 8. 
By E* = E[En] we denote the "fundamental mean of the embedded MRP" [18]. We have 
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for AF and DF with Is := s for AF I and Is := s + 1 for DF I hI := E~l th(t), h2 := 
E~l t2h(t): 

E* =~. ~tq(t). ~= ~t [;ro. EBk(t). fi.+ (~;rr)' EAk(t). fi.] 

= ;[0(1 - Dotlfi. + hI (8) 

Var[En] = h2 +;[0 [2hl (1 - DO)-lfi. + 2(1 - DO)-2fi. - (I - Dotlfi.]- (E*)2 (9) 

Cov[En, En+l ] = [;ro(1 - Dot2DlAo+ 

+ (;[0(1 - DotlDl + ;rl) ~tAo(t) - E*;[o] . (I - Dotlfi. (10) 

3.6. The probability function of the occupancy 
3.6.1. Queue length at an arbitrary time instant 

As explained in the case of the MIGII queue in [18] we first consider y;!,.(t) .
P{ occupancy at t is r, 8(t) = j given that 0 is a departure instant leaving k customers 
in the. system, 8(0) = i} and calculate the expressions. By the occupancy at t we mean 
the occupancy with taking possible arrivals at t into account. With t going to infinity 
we get the stationary probability function of the occupancy at an arbitrary instant t, 
for details see [13]. The occupancy in the system at an arbitrary time instant t in the 
equilibrium situation results from t going to infinity. For calculating the limits we use 
Theorem (10.4.17) in [5], p. 334 ("aperiodic case", since the state sojourn time distri
bution functions of a discrete-time MRP are lattice with span 1); note that due to the 
Theorem the limits are no longer depending on k and i, we therefore drop them and write: 
[y ]j := limt-+oo y~r(t). So [y ]j denotes the probability that in the equilibrium situation 
there are r customers in ther system at an arbitrary time instant with the input process 
in phase j. With HC(t) := 1 - H(t) denoting the complementary distribution function of 
the service time we get for AF and DF: 

1 ( )-1 14J = E*;[o 1 - Do (11) 

1 r [ 00 ] 'fLr = E* E (;[0(1 - Do)-lDe +;re) ~ P(r - £, T)HC(T) for 1 :S r :S s. (12) 

S 

'fLs+l = 1[ - L1Lr (13) 
r=O 

Using the identity P(r, T)(I-Do)- E~'=l P(r-r', T)Dr' = P(r, T)-P(r, T+l) for r 2: 1 
it can be shown (see [13]) that there is the following relation between 1Lr+1 and 1Lr for 
O:S r:S s -1: 

(14) 
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3.6.2. Occupancy at stationary arrival instants (with ignoring the arrival) 
The vectors y refer to an arbitrary time instant, which can be an arrival instant, 

a departure inst~nt, both an arrival and a departure instant, or none of them. The 
occupancy immediately before an arrival instant (or "with ignoring the arrival") decides 
about whether an arrival is lost or not. For AF it is easily related to the vectors y , 
whereas for DF one has to consider simultaneity of an arrival and a departure, separateT~. 

Theorem 1 Let'1!..r' r = 0,1, ... , s + 1 be the occupancy probability vectors at an arbi
trary time instant in the equilibrium situation. They are clearly different for AF and DF. 
Let [~r(W)li denote P{a w-batch arrives and sees r customers with the input process in 
phase i}. ~r(w) is related to '1!..r as follows: 

For AF: For DF: 

{ 
['1!..o + ililDw r = 0 

~r(w) = [ILr - ~r-l + ~rlDw 1::; r ::; s 
[ILS+1 - ~slDw r = s + 1 

(15) 

where it is [~rDwli = P{ a w-batch arrives simultaneously with a departure and sees r 
customers with the input process in phase i}. 
For DF, ~r is given by 

for 0::; r ::; s - 1 

for r = s 
(16) 

for r = s + 1 

It is A~/:= L~=oP(r,O")h(O"+l) andB~/:= (I-Do)-l L£~iDlA~~H' and there are the 
relations for A~ and B~ according to eqs. (6), (4) and (5): A~ = A~/Do and B~ = B~/Do. 

Proof: By [y Dwli one has the probability that - for stationarity - there are r customers 
in the syste~ at some time instant and one time unit later a w-batch arrives with the 
input process in phase i. At this arrival instant, there can be a departure or not. In case 
of AF, the probability that the arrival sees an occupancy of r with the input process in 
state i is equal to [y Dwli no matter whether there is a departure or not, since a possible 
departure happens i~mediately after the arrival. 
For DF, a departure at the arrival instant happens before the arrival so that it has to 
be considered, if there is a departure simultaneous with the arrival or not. [y Dwli for 
1 ::; r ::; s is equal to the probability that a w-batch arrives and sees r custom-;rs in the 
system and there is no departure simultaneous with the arrival or that a w-batch arrives 
simultaneously with a departure and sees r - 1 customers. The event, the probability 
of which is [lLoDwli' cannot contain a departure simultaneous with the arrving w-batch. 
Concerning [ILs+l Dwli it has to be observed that an arrival simultaneous with a departure 
cannot see an occupancy greater than s, since the departure happens immediately before 
the arrival. The expressions for ~r are again found by applying arguments similar to 
those for obtaining the vectors ILr. For details see [13l. 0 
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In the implementation of computer programs for DF the matrices A~' and B~' have to 
be computed anyway, see eqs. (4) and (5), when generating the entries of the transition 
matrix q = L~l q(t) resulting from the SM kernel for DF as given in Fig. 2. They have 
to be stored until £r (w) is computed. 

Confining to arrival instants only (P{ an arrival happens} = 1[(0 - Dok = 1 - 1[Do~), 
yields 

P{w-batch sees r customers in the system} = 1 D zr(wk 
1 -1[ o~ 

(17) 

For the actual waiting time a closed form of the z-transform of the probability function 
is not available, since it needs a decomposition of the matrix inverse (IZI - L~m~o Dwz2')-1 
into a series of powers of Z2 [1]. 

4. The DBMAPI+DMAPdD/l/s queue for modelling CAC 

From a queueing point of view, Connection Admission Control (CAC) can be described 
as follows (Fig. 3): Among the topologically possible ways between two subscribers, who 
are to be connected, those routes must be found, which allow guaranteeing the QOS 
(Quality of Service: delay, delay jitter, cell loss probability) of both the existing traffic and 
the new connection, if the new one is admitted; and this needs to be known in advance. 
This can be done -approximately- on each link of such a route, between neighbouring 
switches separately by superimposing the existing traffic (which involves batches and -
as a traffic superposition - is naturally correlated) and the new connection (which can 
also be correlated: VBR video), both represented by stochastic processes generating the 
cell interarrival times. This gives rise, in each link, to a queueing system, the input of 
which is a superposition of those two streams. If QOS parameters can be calculated for 
both streams separately, a decision can be taken based on these values, which take the 
individual QOS requirements of the new connection into account. The approximation of 
the approach lies in the fact, that the cell stream of the new connection will change when 
it enters the network since each switch adds some delay and delay jitter, whereas the ex
isting traffic can be measured in each switch. However, the approximation is quite good, 
since the changes must not be large. Otherwise the original signal would be disturbed, 
and limiting the changes is enforced by sufficiently small QOS parameters. (Note that 
the procedures for CAC, that use simple traffic descriptors (mean and peak bitrate or 
efficient bitrate) also ignore the changes imposed by a switch.) 
A suitable model is the DBMAPI+DMAP2 input, since it incorporates in one stream 
batches and in both streams correlations. It also includes the Geo[Xl+GI input of [17]. 

- bill 
Let DBMAPI be given by D8), w E :INo, bgL, D(l) := Lw~o D8), and DMAP2 by C(2) and 
D(2). Since they both are generated by a MC (with different types of phase transitions) 
the superposition, which is still a DBMAP (given by Dw, w E :INo, L:::'=o Dw = D) can be 
described by means of the Kronecker product ®: 

D~l) ® C(2) 

D8) ® C(2) + D~~l ® D(2) 
D8) ®D(2) 

for w = 0 

for 1 ~ w ~ bg~x 
for w = bg~x + 1. 
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& 
. . II .. · exEr' 

Fig. 3 One topologically possible way between two subscribers and the resulting queueing 
system in each switch of this way. 

Whenever two or more cells arrive simultaneously, we assume that the sequence of se
lecting the cells of the same w-batch for admission to the buffer is chosen randomly, i.e. 
the probability of being chosen (-th (or "in (-th position") is ~. 
Per-stream loss probabilities. For DBMAP1, which produces batches, we refer to 
the loss probability as that of a test-cell in the arriving batch. Of an arriving w-batch 
seeing an occupancy L, only the first s + 1 - L cells can be admitted, and there are 
w - (s + 1 - L) choosing positions for the test-cell to be lost. Thus, the following ex
pressions of the loss probabities Ptossi, i = 1,2 and Ploss[1+2] of the full stream for AF are 
obtained: 

_ 1 { [(1) (2)] 
Ptoss2 - A2 'f1.s+1 Do ® D ~ + 

~ ~ w - (s + 1 - J.l) y [1 D _ ® D(2)] e ) 
L.. L.. fJ. w>2 w 1 -
fJ.=o w=s+2-fJ. W --

(19) 

- 1 { [(1) D(2)] A. R } 11oss[1+2] - -A 'f1.S+1 Do ® ~ + 1 10ss1 
[1+2] 

(20) 
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Note that there are different denominators for Ptoss ;, i = 1,2, [1 + 2]: 
Al := IT(fi(l) - D~l») ® (C(2) + D(2»)~ denotes the probability that the arrival in mind 
contains a batch of stream 1 (and therefore a test-cell), 
A2 := IT(fi(l) ® D(2)k the probability that the arrival contains a cell of stream 2, 
A[1+2) := IT(fi(1) ® (C(2) + D(2») - D~l) ® C)~ represents the probability that there is an 
arrival due to one of the two streams, i.e. a test-cell of the full stream arrives. 
This corresponds to the fact that cell loss rate is equal to the quotient of the count of lost 
cells of stream i divided by the count of cells generated by stream ij it is the reason, why 
llossl + lloss2 -I-lloss[1+2)! For DF 1/..r has to be replaced suitably according to eqs. (16), 
(15), (17). 

Per-stream waiting times. Since a closed form of the probability function (or its 
z-transform) of the unfinished work at arrival instants is not available in the finite buffer 
case, we use the occupancy multiplied by the deterministic service time D. The moments 
of the resulting p.r. are upper bounds for the moments of the waiting-time. A test-cell of 
a w-batch, chosen (-th and not lost, sees a waiting time which is equal to the sum of 
the unfinished work at the arrival instant and the service times of those cells of the same 
batch, which were admitted before the test-cell. Ni = 2:[=0 P{Wi = £. D}, i = 1,2 are 
normalizing constants. For AF it is 

P{WI = £. D} = 1£=0 2:.!.. 2: y . (D(1) ® C(2») ~ s [b~~' w 

Nl w=l W (=1 i!.l-(+1 w 

(21) 

(22) 

and for DF 1!..t-{+1 has to be replaced suitably according to eqs. (16), (15), (17). For the 
indicator function 1 see appendix, list of symbols. 

4.1. Modelling priorities 
The ATM cell header contains a single bit for two different priorities (0 and 1). In 

case of congestion, cells with priority 1 are protected against loss. Such priority can be 
modelled for stream 2 in the queue considered above, in that the position of admission of 
the cell of stream 2 is not chosen according a uniform distribution, but by a distribution 
that relects the ratio of cells with priority 1 of stream 2. It is, however, more difficult 
to incorporate in the model the pushing out of cells of lower priority, that have already 
joined the queue. 

5. The G~X)+G2/D/l/s-queue solved by the unfinished work 

Let G1 and G2 produce (correlated) interarrival times. If there is a Semi-Markovian 
representation of the superposition G1 +G2, it was shown in [11] that the G~X)+G2/D /1/ s
queue can also be solved for D ~ 1 by looking at the n-th arrival instant and using the 
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unfinished work Un seen by this arrival. GI produces the arrival instants of the batch 
stream G~xl, and the process X of independent identically distributed r. v.'s Xn determines 
the batch size at the n-th arrival instant. In the superposition G~Xl+G2' the value of Xn is 
ignored, if G2 produces an arrival alone. In order to compute per-stream Q08 parameters, 
the state space E of GI +G2 must be given as a decomposition E = EI U E2 U E3, the 
states of EI [E2J corresponding to arrival epochs due to GI [G2J and those of E3 to arrival 
epochs due to both. Sn E E denotes the state of the input process at the n-th arrival 
instant. It is shown in [13J (for AF and DF) that the compound process (Un, Sn, Xn) 
is a Markov chain, and its state transition matrix is given. A method is outlined for 
computing - by means of a reduced state space - the probabilities P{Un = k, Sn = i} that 
the n-th arrival instant sees an unfinished work of k time units with the input process in 
phase i. Due to the constant service time, rUn / Dl represents the occupancy at this arrival 
instant, and Un also determines the actual waiting-time, if the arrival is not lost. Thus 
both per-stream loss probabilities and waiting-time p.f.'s can be computed. With the 8M 
representation of DMAPI + DMAP 2 with state space decomposition given in [10], it is thus 
possible to compute for the DMAP~xl+DMAPdD/I/s queue per-stream loss probabilities 
with two completely different methods. The numerical results of the following section 
were obtained by means of algorithms implemented in C language with double precision 
numbers. The probabilities obtained for both methods in exponential representation only 
differed in the last four figures of sixteen. Finally, due to the MC (Un, Sn, Xn), it is 
possible to compute a conceptually exact probability that" given stream 2 loses a cell, its 
next cell is also lost" as outlined in [13J. We do not go into details in order to avoid an 
overloading of this paper with theory. 

6. Numerical results 

6.1. Correlation effect on per-stream QOS parameters 
First, the influence of correlation in a single stream on Q08 parameters of both streams 

in the superposition is investigated numerically for a DMAP~xl+DMAP2-input. According 
to [3] DMAP~xl is a DBMAPI with D~l) = X(V)D(I), Do = C(1), where C(1), D(l) determine 
DMAPI and x(v) is the batch size p.f., which is chosen here to be truncated geometrical: 
x(v) = 1_~A~~a.0.4v-\ 1 :S v :S bmax with bmax = 8 (4) representing 8 (4) input lines, 
switched to the same output line (existing traffic). This p.f. is justified, since the cells of 
a batch stem from different input lines so that the p.f. x(v) should decrease with growing 
v, and have a maximum for v = 1. For both DMAPs, we use the matrices 

and 
(i) 

D(i) = ( q~ ~i) ) . p(i) for i = 1,2 
q2 

since in this case p(i) = (I - C(i))-ID(i), i = 1,2 is the transition matrix of the MC em
bedded at arrival instants, and its coefficient of correlation ",(i) can be varied as explained 
in the following. It is ",(i) = 1 - [p(i)b - [p(i)h2, and ",(i) is proportional to the coefficient 
of correlation of the interarrival times, which is by a factor 10 lower than ",(i) for the 
examples here. Using EY) = (pii), pJi)) = (0.3,0.7) for the state probability vector of the 
MC, for a given ",(i), p(i) is completely fixed due to PI(i)[p(i)h2 = pJi)[p(i)b.For further 
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Ploss 
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0.0001 
DMAP[XI -
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Superposition --

Ie - 10 '--_--'--_--L __ L-_-'--_......l 

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
coefficient of correlation 11:(1) 

Fig. 4 Per-stream and full stream loss 
probabilities over coefficient of correlation 
of stream 2 for two values of bmax1 TJl = 
0.3, TJ2 = 0.2, s = 30, D = 4 and uncorre
lated stream 2. 

1 e - 07 '----'---'--...l..--'---'--'---'-.---'..---1.--' 

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
load ratio 1/1/1/2 

Fig. 5 Influence of the load ratio on per
stream loss probabilities. TJ1+2 = 0.8 D = 
4,11:(1) = 11:(2) = 0.2, s = 30, TJl > TJ2. 

details, see [11]. Fig. 4 shows the influence of correlation in stream 1 (stream 2 uncorre
lated). We see that positive correlation in one stream influences loss probabilities of both 
streams in the superposition negatively. This influence is quite strong for stream 1 (Fig. 
4), since it carries batches. For stream 2 the influence was found remarkable only if the 
values 1/i = 1,2 of the offered traffic of both streams are similar, but this situation could 
be given, when a big correlated video source is admitted. For the mean value and mean 
deviation of the waiting-time, a similar, but weaker influence of correlation was found. 
The absolute values of loss probabilities of both streams do not differ very much. The 
coefficient of correlation of the interdeparture times computed with (9), (10), was by a 
factor of 4 higher than that of the interarrival times. 

6.2. Per-stream loss probabilities in dependence of the load ratio 
Now, the influence of the ratio of the offered traffic of both streams is investigated. For 

this, a DMAPl+DMAP2-input is used. The offered traffic of the superposition is set to 
0.8, and the ratio TJ1/TJ2 is varied, Fig. 5. It can be seen that loss probabilities do not 
differ very much whether one stream is stronger than the other or not. With growing 
ratio TJ1/TJ2' loss probability of stream 1 equals that of the full stream. 

6.3. ~ffective Bandwidth 
The numerical results of the last subsection make transparent that positive correlation 

in one of the streams can affect QOS parameters of both streams in the superposition. 
Therefore a procedure for connection admission should take into consideration correlation. 
The concept of the so-called" effective bandwidth" [14, 20, 6] takes correlation into account 
per definition: According to [20], Ceff(PlosSl s) of an input process is defined by the service 
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D Pzoss 
0.006 100 1.13e-10 
0.003 200 1.14e-10 
0.0015 400 1.16e-1O 
0.00075 800 1.20e-10 
0.0006 1000 1.0ge-10 
0.0003 2000 1.13e-10 

Tab. 1 Loss probabilities for a service rate 
of 1/ D for stream 1. ql = 0.9, q2 = 0.3, 

Corr[An, An+ll = 0.03, JVar[A]/E[Al 
1.55, bmax = 4, E[X] = 1.56, So = 30. 

D Pzoss 
0.025 80 1.2e-10 
0.02 100 1.3e-1O 
0.01 200 1.34e-10 

0.0025 800 1.3ge-10 
0.002 1000 1.3ge-10 
0.001 2000 1.40e-l0 

Tab. 2 Loss probabilities for a service rate 
of 1/ D for stream 2. ql = 0.9, q2 = 0.3, 

Corr[An, An+l] = 0.03, JVar[A]/E[Al = 
1.55, So = 30. 

rate of a queue with deterministic service time D and buffer size s, for which the input 
process suffers from a loss probability of Pzoss. This service rate 1/ D can also be expressed 
in terms of the load 'TJ = D /E[An]. 
Now, a multiplexer at the entrance of a link between neighbouring switches within a 
whole route is considered. The multiplexer has a buffer of So places. Using an imaginary 
queue with So buffer places, the effective bandwidths of both a (given) new connection 

(C~~(Pzoss·, so)) and the existing traffic (C~~(PlosS! so)) are determined. If C~~(PIOSS! so) + 
C~~ (Pzoss, so) is not greater than the bitrate of the output line, the new connection can 
be admitted. 
The correctness of this appmach is now verified by means of two given streams DMAP~xl 
and DMAP2. By means of the queues DMAP~xl/D/l/so and DMAP2/D/l/so for Ploss < 
10-9 C~V (PzosS! so) and C~~ (PlosS! so) are determined. Then the superposition feeds the 
DMAP~xl+ DMAP2/D /1/ so-queue and the per-stream loss probabilities are computed, this 
time with a service rate, that equals C~~) (Plo.'S! so) +C~~ (PzosS! so). We use a discrete-time 
system. Let D = 1 represent the maximum bitrate of all lines, i.e. 600 Mbit/s. Thus, e.g. 
D = 100 models a bitrate of 6 Mbit/s. 
The DMAPs are given by 

with ql = 0.9, q2 = 0.3, and p was chosen to yield Corr(An, An+1) = 0.03 for both streams. 
DMAPI is modulated by a batch size r.v. X with bmax = 4 and the same truncated 
geometrical distribution as in the last section. Varying the parameter O!, one gets input 
streams that differ (only) in their arrival rates. For a given O!, the service rate 1/ D is 
determined in order to achieve a loss probability smaller than 10-9 given the buffer size 
So = 30. Tables 1 and 2 show for given values of O! the resulting service rates and loss 
probabilities. 

Table 3 shows the resulting per-stream loss probabilities, if both streams feed the queue 
with a service rate, that equals the sum of the effective bandwidths of both streams. The 
results show that per-stream loss probabilities are sometimes even smaller than those that 
have been demanded for, see Tables 1, 2, 3. 
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effective bandwidth 1/ D 
Stream 1 Stream 2 Stream1+2 Ploss! Ploss2 

1/100 1/100 1/50 9. 14e-ll 3.S2e-ll 
1/200 1/100 1/66 S.16e-ll 3.55e-ll 

1/67 l.14e-10 5.01e-ll 
1/100 1/200 1/66 7.22e-ll 2.S7e-ll 

1/67 9.42e-ll 3. 77e-ll 
1/400 1/S0 1/66 S.S7e-ll 4.06e-ll 

1/67 l.2ge-10 6.0e-ll 
1/400 1/200 1/133 9.99e-ll 4.43e-ll 

1/134 l.1Se-10 5.24e-ll 
1/400 1/S00 1/266 S.49e-ll 3.35e-ll 

1/267 9.0Se-ll 3.59e-ll 
1/S00 1/400 1/266 l.01e-10 4.45e-ll 

1/267 l.0ge-1O 4.S5e-ll 
1/1000 1/S00 1/444 9.53e-ll 3.93e-ll 

1/445 9.9ge-ll 4.13e-ll 
1/1000 1/1000 1/500 9.39e-ll 3.76e-ll 
1/2000 1/S00 1/571 l.0ge-1O 4.S9e-ll 

1/572 l.14e-10 5.lOe-ll 

Tab. 3 Per-stream loss probabilities for both streams in the superposition for the 
DMAP~Xj+DMAP2/D/1/so-queue with a service rate ofC!~ + C!~, So = 30. 

For this numerical example, it is verified that per-stream loss probabilities of two superim
posed-streams (representing a superposition, here DMAP\Xj, or an individual source, here 
DMAP2 ) do not exceed the loss probabilities, that characterize the effective bandwidth of 
each stream alone, if only the service rate of the queue fed by the superposition of stream 
1 and 2 is not smaller than the sum of the effective bandwidths. Enlarging correlation in 
one stream yields a higher effective bandwidth of that particular source, and the criterion 
for admission that C!~(PlosSl so) + C!~(1~os., so) must not exceed the rate of the multi
plexer's output line, does take into account this higher correlation. 
Results similar to those of Tables 1, 2, 3 were also found for higher loss probabilities 
(10-4). This indicates that the effective bandwidth actually represents a simple addi
tive estimate that provides a correct decision. So far, work on effective bandwidth only 
considers infinite queues and very low loss probabilities in the region of 10-9 [20, 6]. 

7. Conclusions 

We have analysed here the DBMAP /G/1/s queue for the waiting room policies AF and 
DF, thus extending several results known from the literature [S][4][17]. By this queueing 
model per-stream QOS parameters for an arbitrary DBMAP+DMAP input, which is also 
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a DBMAP can be computed. The G-service process is necessary in order to model service 
times higher than the time unit; this is necessary, if 

• the output bitrate of an ATM MUX (usually next to the receiving terminal equip
ment) is smaller than that of the input lines, 

• the effective bandwidth of a single source or a superposition of sources has to be 
computed [20], 

• the leaky bucket policing mechanism is modelled. 

By means of a completely different approach for computing the per-stream-p.f. 's of the 
occupancy at arrival instants for the DMAP\XI+DMAPdD/1/s-queue using the unfinished 
work, the implemented algorithms for computing loss probabilities have been validated 
numerically, yielding very good conformity. 
The model's output stream is shown to be a Semi-Markov process, a closed form expression 
of the coefficient of correlation of the interdeparture times is presented. This model 
supports the comparison of different methods for CAC, such as effective bandwidth [14, 
20, 6] and the "sigma rule" [22], esp. with respect to loss probability of video sources, 
which are very difficult to investigate by simulation due to the extremely rare event of loss 
(cell-loss-rate 10-9). The simulation study in [21] only considers loss probabilities down 
to 10-5 . Work on effective bandwidth serving for CAC [14, 20, 6] so far only considers 
infinite buffer queues, whereas the model presented here deals with a finite system. 
Effective bandwidth seems to be suitable, since it inherently contains some estimate of the 
correlation of the interarrival times, the influence of which is illustrated by the numerical 
results presented here, Fig. 4, whereas the "sigma rule" only considers peak- and mean
bitrates. Finally, Fig. 5 reveals that guaranteeing a loss probability of 10-9 for one stream 
in a superposition without priorities implies approximately the same loss probability for 
all streams in the superposition, unless there is some priority management using VPIs 
and VCIs for distinguishing different classes. 

Acknowledgement. The author thanks U. Briem, Stuttgart, for some details about 
an algorithm mentioned in [4] and a literature hint. 

Appendix 

A. Markov Renewal and Semi-Markov processes 

According to Cinlar [5], p.316 a Semi-Markov process (SMP) {It; t E IRt} can be 
regarded as "another convenient picture in describing" a Markov Renewal process (MEP) 
{ (Sn, Tn); n E IN a}, Sn taking values in the state space IE = {1, ... , m}, Tn representing 
a random variable of the time instants of changing the state (Tn::; Tn+l) , where Sn, Tn 
fulfill the central defining Markov Renewal property: 

P{Sn+l = j, Tn+l - Tn::; tISn,"', So, Tn,"', To} 

= P{Sn+l = j, Tn+l - Tn::; tISn}. (23) 

The relationship between an MEP and the associated SMP is given by: 

It = Sn for Tn::; t < Tn+1 • 
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Time homogeneity is supposed, which means: 

P{Sn+1 = j, Tn+! - Tn S tlSn = i} =: Qij(t) (24) 

is independent of n. The set of probabilities {Qij(t) : i,j E IE, t E IRt} is called a 
Semi-Markov kernel over IE. {Sn; n E INa} is a Markov chain (Me) with the transition 
probabilities Pij = limHoo Qij(t), 

( ) Qij(t) P{ IS' S '} Fij t := -- = Tn+1 - Tn S t n+1 = J, n = 2 
Pij 

(25) 

is the distribution function of the sojourn time in the state i until changing to state j. 
(As Pij = 0 implies Qij(t) = 0, it is usually defined Fij(t) = 1 for Pij = 0.) For further 
details see [5]. Since it is dealt here only with discrete-time l\1EPs, we use state sojourn 
time probability functions (p.f.'s) 

fij(t) = P{An_1 = tlSn = j, Sn-I = i}, 

where An_1 := Tn - Tn-I. There is the relation 

qij(t) := P{Sn+1 = j, Tn+1 - Tn = tlSn = i} = Pijfij(t) (26) 

We use the (m x m)-matrices p = (Pijh<:i,j<:m, q(t) = (qij(t)h<:i,j<:m, and Q(t) = 
(Qij(t)h<:i,j<:m' Both Q(t) and q(t) are identified with the SM kernel. 

Because of the Me, the state sojourn times are, in general, not independent. Joint p.f.'s 
of state sojourn times An, An+I, ... , An+v, V = 0,1,2, ... are given by a matrix product 

P{ An = tn, ... , An+v = tn+v} = E(n) . rr~=o q(tn+/L) . ~ (27) 

E(n) denoting the n-step state probability vector of the embedded Me, ~ = (1,1, ... , 1f 
meaning a column vector of 1's with m components. Eq. (27) is a consequence of the 
"conditional independence" property for MEPs 

= finin+l (tn) ..... fin+uin+u+l (tn+v) (28) 

(discrete-time analogue of proposition (10.1.10) in [5], p. 314). In general, (27) is dif
ferent from the product rr~=o P{ An+/L = tn+l'} so that the stochastic process of the time 
epochs of changing the state is non-renewal, i.e. the state sojourn times are not mutually 
independent. 

In order to get joint p.f.'s of the state sojourn times, which are invariant to an arbitrary 
shift of the index n, stationary state probabilities are assumed for the embedded Me. 
Whenever the SMP enters a state i, the next state j to be visited is chosen according to 
Pij and the sojourn time in state i until changing to j according to fij(t). 

If the SMP is used as an input process of a queue, the time instant of entering a next 
(possibly the same) state is interpreted as an arrival instant. For a DMAP given by the 
matrices C and D, one has q(t) = Ct-ID. 

In the MEP of the DBMAP /G/1/ s-queue embedded at departure instants, the time 
instants of changing the state are represented by the departure instants, and the states 
are pairs (k, i), with k denoting the occupancy of the queue at the departure instant and 
i denoting the phase of the input process at that time instant. 
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B. List of symbols 

DBiVrAP 
MEP 
r.v.; p.f.; d.f.; MC 

e = rxl 
l~=a; l£=a 

[matrix]ij; [vector]i 

~, resp. ~ 

E[·]; Var[.] 
Tn 
An; A 
Q(t) 

q(t) 

q(t) 

q 
h(t) 
Adt),Bk(t), C,D,Dv,:O 
[;!Ck]i 

1[ 

~ 

P(w,t) 
En; E 
phase 
m; IE 

s 
S 
Xn; x(v); bmax 

Discrete Batch Markovian Arrival process 
Markov Renewal process 
random variable; probability function; distribution func
tion; Markov chain 
smallest integer e greater than or equal to x 
Indicator function: l~=a = 1 for a ::; e ::; band = 0 else; 

1ba:= l£=a 
matrix element of the i-th row and j-th column; i-th vec
tor component 
(1,1, ... , If, m components, resp. as many as necessary 
from the context 
mean value; variance 
time instant of the n-th arrival 
An := Tn+l -Tn, n-th interarrival time; A = {An; n E INo} 
Semi-Markov kernel [Q(t)]ij := Qij(t) = P{Sn+l = j, Tn+l -
Tn::; tlSn = i} 
[q(t)]ij = %(t) := P{Sn+l = j,Tn+1 - Tn = tlSn = i} = 

Pij!ij(t) 
pJ., resp. d.f. of the sojourn time in state i until changing 
to state j 
= 2:~o q(t), MC embedded at arrival instants 
vector of stationary state probabilities at arrival instants 
= S(Tn) state r.v. of an SMP at the n-th arrival instant; 
S = {Sn;n E INo} 
unfinished work at the n-th arrival ignoring the arrival 
SM kernel of the MRP embedded at departure epochs 
(DBiVrAP/G/l/s queue) 
= 2:~1 q(t) 
probability function of the service time 
m x m matrices describing the DBiVrAP /G/l/ s queue 
= P{ departure leaves k customers in the system, input pro
cess in phase i} 
stationary phase probability vector 1[:0 = 1[ 

AF: = (;!Co,'" ,;!Cs), DF: = (;!Co,'" ,;!Cs+l) 
counting function of the DBiVrAP 
n-th interdeparture time; E = {En;n E INo} 
in case of the DBiVrAP equal to state 
count of states of an SMP or phases of a DBiVrAP; IE = 

{1,2, ... ,m} 
buffer size without server 
= s for AF and = s + 1 for DF 
batch size r.v.; p.f. of the batch size; maximum number 
of cells of a batch 
deterministic service time in time units 
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